In Quarterly Technical Report Number 5, we presented a preimplementation description of the part of the operating system which is responsible for object management.
In this report. we present a description of the Object Management System as it was finally implemented.
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Object Management
The Object Management System unifies many data structures in the Butterfly operating system, Chrysalis. These data structures support the central mechanisms of the operating system such as free and allocated memory, processes, and events. The Object Management System gives us a simple 32-bit handle on these data structures and a simple way of referencing these objects. For example, a process is represented by a data structure called a Process Control Block; the Object System gives us a "Process
Handle" that is used throughout the system to represent the process and that can be used to find the associated Process Control Block.
The Butterfly, like the Pluribus, is based on the notion that the ability to share memory is important if a multiprocessor is to achieve high performance. At the same time, our experience with the Pluribus indicates that if we are to have shared memory, we must provide adequate mechanisms to manage that memory. For this reason, the hardware of the Butterfly Multiprocessor implements a segmented address space with access protection on each segment.
One of the roles of the Object Management System is to help V the programmer to manage this form of address space. One of the ways it does this is by letting the user define memory-based objects of many types and providing system calls which place them Since each memory object is represented by an Object Handle that is unique across the whole machine, a process can share a data structure with other processes by giving those processes a copy of the Object Handle. In this way, the notion of an Object
Handle forms a basic mechanism for inter-process communications while it also helps the programmer deal with the segmented nature of the machine's address space in a comfortable manner.
The Object Management System as it is currently implemented provides only a limited degree of protection against programming errors and is not intended to protect against malicious users.
The memory management hardware supports access controls for each segment. The exact forms of access that are permitted are described in Quarterly Technical Report Number 12. Only those
I
objects that are mapped into the address space of a process can be modified by that process and the only modifications that are permitted are those specified by the hardware.
In a more comprehensive protection scheme, it would be * necessary to control which objects may be mapped in by a process and what forms of access are legal. Right now, a process can ask to have access to any object and may request read or read and write access modes. This is adequate for the funnel and is very useful in detecting many software bugs.
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Object Types
At this time, the object system supports the following 10 different types of objects; others will be added as they become necessary.
-Event Block.
-Timer Event Block.
-Process Control Block.
-Process Template.
-Channel Control Block.
-I/O device block.
-Variable length data block.
-System queue block.
-Dual Queue header.
-General user object.
The "Event Block" is the data structure for Events. Events are used to control process activation and for inter-process communications.
The "Timer Event Block" is used to wake a process at some specified time in the future. The "I/O Device block" represents one physical I/O device in the system.
The "Variable length data block" is not an object at all, but simply a way of reserving space in Segment F8 for special operating system data structures.
The "System Queue Block" is used by the operating system to maintain some of its internal queues and is used by I/O processes to maintain special queues of CCBs as well.
The "Dual Queue" is a microcoded synchronization and task allocation mechanism.
The "General User Object" (also called a "memory object") has both an object header and a piece of the Processor Node's physical memory. The object header is located in an area of memory used by the system for object headers; the memory portion is allocated from the free physical memory of the Processor Node.
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The user creates this type of object in the process of memory allocation. The memory is available in the sizes supported by the memory management hardware (see QTR 12).
With the handle 3which represents this physical memory, any process in the machine may map the memory into its address space.
Because many processes may have access to a memory object at the same time, it may be difficult for the application software to determine when the memory object is no longer in use and should be deleted. This problem is further complicated by the possibility that a process may terminate normally or abnormally while it has the object mapped into its address space.
To solve these problems, the Object Management System controls the allocation of this type of object. The object header contains a usage count to keep track of how many processes have it mapped in. Whenever a process maps it in, the use count is incremented. Whenever it is unmapped, the use count is decremented. For a memory object to be deleted by the operating system, two conditions must be met. First, the use count must be zero. Second, the object must have been explicitly deleted.
This lets a process hand a memory object to another process without concern for whether the receiver has mapped the object in before the sender unmaps it. It also lets a process delete a memory object without having to track down outstanding pointers to that object.
"
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Object Handles
An Object Handle is like a pointer to the data structure that is associated with an object. However, unlike a simple pointer, an Object Handle must be interpreted before it can be used.
In return for this additional processing overhead, an
Object Handle is much safer to use in a large system than a simple pointer would be.
In practice, the structure of an Object Handle is not important to application programs --the handle is passed as a single unit to the system routines that implement the object system and it is stored as a 32-bit "long" in the machine.
Internally, the system breaks an Object Handle into three fields as shown below.
Processor Node I Sequence Number
The first field specifies which Processor Node contains the header data structure for this object.
The sequence number field is for debugging and error detection purposes. It is compared with a corresponding sequence number field in the object's data structure whenever the handle is used. In this way, we detect obsolete Object Handles and are also often able to detect when a "handle" is not an Object Handle at all. we find it necessary to change this strategy in the future, the impact on the application software should be minimal since the application software considers the Object Handle to be atomic.
Object Data Structures
The data structures for all objects have a common form. The * first entry is a pointer to another object of the same type. This is followed by the structure given below. At the end is a structure that depends on the type of the object. permits the existence of objects that act in the same way from the point of view of the object system, but are to be handled differently by the user programs. "o-seqno" is the sequence number that corresponds to the sequence number in the handle.
"o-prot" is currently unused.
The flags in the object header control special states of the object. When a system call or microcode function involving an object returns an error, the flags are often reported. Some of the objects can be "frozen" so that their normal functions are prohibited.
In this state, they can be verified for correctness, debugged, or prepared for deletion.
The flag OHASNAME is set whenever the object has a corresponding entry in the system-wide name signal important occurrences will have names. Many processes will also have names. As a debugging aid, a command is available which types out the names of objects.
The two final flags are used by the object allocation routines to manage the allocation and deletion of objects.
IThe
"oowner" field contains the Object Handle of the object that owns it. Often, this field will contain the handle for the process that created the object. The owner can change this field by calling a function which "disowns" the object and passes ownership to another object. If the owner of an object is zero, then the system is considered to own the object. Sometimes it is useful to have a data object own other data objects. For example, it may be useful to have a Free Queue own its buffers.
In fact, we use ownership to ensure that deletion occurs in the proper order (e.g. that the Free Queue gets deleted before the Buffer Pool does) and that deletion of one component of a Buffer
Pool (the Free Queue) guarantees deletion of all data structures that depend on it.
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The notion of ownership is normally used to figure out when to delete an object when a process terminates. For most objects, when a process is deleted, the system arranges to delete its resources directly, but in some cases, it is easier for the system to simply mark the process deleted and let the garbage collector delete it later.
The operating system contains a garbage collection process which periodically examines each object on the Processor Node. If the owner is no longer valid, then the object is deleted.
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Object Management Functions
On the following pages, we have provided the documentation for the Chrysalis system calls which manipulate objects for the I user or for other operating system routines. While this documentation reflects that current implementation, Chrysalis is constantly evolving and these routines are subject to change without notice.
In addition to these routines, there are routines which are used to manipulate specific types of objects such as events or Dual Queues. These routines will be described in the Chrysalis operating system manual. Gets an object of the type which represents a block of user memory on the specified Processor Node. Minus one specifies that the current processor node is to be used. The subtype field is available to the application program for its own purposes. The memory block allocated is large enough to provide the size block requested, and is one of the following sizes: 0, 256 bytes, 512, 768, 1024 (1K bytes), 1536, 2K, 3K, 4K, 6K, 8K, 12K, 16K, 24K, 32K, 64K. Notice that 48K is omitted from this sequence and that 64K bytes is the largest size available.
All allocatable memory is cleared during Chrysalis initialization, and the data you store into a memory block will be cleared automatically when the object is finally deleted. Therefore you can count on MakeObj returning a memory block 4 which has been set to all zeros.
Bugs:
!*IE
Title: DelObj Function: Delete an Object and recover resources.
Arguments:
1. OID Object Handle of the object to delete
Return Value: None.
Possible Exceptions:
BADHANDLE

Invalid Object Handle
Files: /usr/butterfly/chrys/obj/cou.c68
Description:
Deletes the object corresponding to the OID supplied. It also deletes any name associated with the object, and frees up and clears memory owned by the object.
For memory-type objects, the delete does not take effect until the object has been Unmapped by all the processes which were using it. This type of object includes a 'DELETED' bit, and a use counter which is incremented and decremented by MapObj and UnmapObj respectively. Unmap automatically calls DelObj if the use counter goes to zero for a 'DELETED' object.
DelObj understands how to do the special processing needed to delete all types of object, including processes and process templates. If you delete a dual queue for which processes are waiting, the associated event blocks are automatically posted with a data value of NULL.
The garbage collector calls DelObj whenever it encounters an object whose owner field contains an invalid Object Handle. Although it is good practice to explicitly delete objects you own before exiting, the garbage collector will generally succeed in cleaning up after processes which terminate unexpectedly.
Bugs: None.
STitle: UnmapObJ Function:
Removes an object from the address space of a process. Map the OAB for the specified object into the process's address space.
The argument "type" is the desired type of the object. A type of zero will cause this routine to accept any type of CAB.
If the object is on this processor node, then segment F8 will be used. Otherwise if segment zero is specified, the highest numbered free segment in the user's address space will be used; else if a free user segment is specified, it is used.
OABs should be unmapped using unmap-oab. Some Chrysalis routines must use segments outside the user's SAR group. To provide for this, if a kernel segment (above F8) is specified, it is used but only if mapoab was called with interrupts inhibited. Inhibiting interrupts 'locks' the use of these segments, and they must remain inhibited until unmapoab has been called.
In some cases where Chrysalis needs to map an OAB and check that it is local, we specify segment F8 (without inhibiting interrupts).
This will fail if F8 was not already set correctly, i.e., if the OAB is remote. In this case it is not necessary (but is permissible) to call unmap-oab. Like mapcoab except that only local objects owned by this process are accepted. A pointer to the specified CAB is constructed using segment F8. This routine is used to enforce the restriction that an object be owned by the current process on the current node (for example, when manipulating event blocks).
The argument "type" is the desired type of the object. A type of zero will cause this routine to accept any type of OAB.
Since F8 is always used, it is unnecessary (but permissible) to call unmap-oab when you finish using the returned pointer. Like map-oab except that only local objects can be referenced, and no checking is done. A pointer to the specified QAB is constructed using segment F8. This macro is used when you are sure an Object Handle is local and is valid, and want to map in its QAB as quickly as possible.
Since F8 is always used, it is unnecessary (but permissible) to call unmapoab when you finish using the returned nointer. This routine checks Object Handles for currency; its operation is undefined if its argument was never a process handle. However. NULL Object Handles and handles which specify invalid or non-running Processor Nodes will always return FALSE.
Obj_0K maps in the given object and checks its sequence number for validity. Bus/address errors are possible only if the alleged Object Handle was never valid or the switch fails. /usr/butterfly/chrys/prot/cou.c68
Gives up the ownership of an object. If the new owner argument is NULL, ownership passes to the system, and the object remains allocated until explicitly deleted. Otherwise "he new owner must be a valid Object Handle (frequently a p )cess handle), which inherits ownership of the objec When an owner object is deleted, o1',,ts *iich it still owns are automatically deleted by th: garbage collector.
Of course memory-type deleted objects do not actually disappear as long as their memory is mapped in by any process.
Disowning event blocks is not allowed.
Bugs:
The new owner argument is not checked; if it turns out to be invalid the object will be deleted by the garbage collector. Also, it is currently impossible to disown CCBs.
